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If you are wondering what I am doing on the front photo, I am touching a moon rock from the Kennedy 
Space Center!

 

It's the Holiday Season!
 As the holidays are slowly approaching I always find diet culture starts to
become a bit louder. I recently saw an image showing a magazine and it
stated, "Page 12: How to lose 10 pounds in 2 weeks; Page 16: How to
Accept and Love Yourself; Page 22: The BEST Chocolate Cake Recipe."

How many times have you been scrolling and see an ad for a weight loss
product only to then see a video for embracing your body!   It can be so

confusing.
 

The above cycle can feel very normal. Diet culture is good at making
things feel normal. When in reality it is disordered. I also recognize that
diet culture is difficult to spot if we are still in the depths of diet culture.

 
This holiday season, I am going to encourage you to pass on the diet

culture and to enjoy your time with friends and family and avoid the guilt
and shame that diet culture wants to normalize around food. 

 
If you are struggling with this relationship, I would love to help. Check out

my updated services here!
 

Elizabeth 
 

Welcome! 

https://beilnutrition.com/one-on-one/
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Professional Company
New Recipe

Warm Kale Salad 

Prep: 10 minutes | Cook: 5 minutes | 1 servings

2-3 cups of chopped  Kale
1/2 clove of garlic

2 tbsp Extra Virgin Olive Oil
1 Apple or Pear

2 tbsp chopped Walnuts
2 tbsp Hemp Hearts

2 tbsp Pumpkin Seeds
2 tbsp dried berries

1/4 cup Feta
1/2 cup shredded chicken

 
 
 
 
 

 *If you do not have left over rotisserie or shredded chicken you
can add any animal protein you wish or none to make it
vegetarian/ vegan.
In a medium sized skillet, add extra virgin olive oil, while this
heats up add garlic and stir until lightly golden brown and
fragrant. 
Wash and rough chop 2-3 cups of kale and add to medium
sized skillet (I also like to buy pre washed and chopped kale,
makes this super easy)
 As kale begins to wilt, start to chop up apple or pear and
walnuts into bite sized pieces 
Assemble: Add in warm kale, apple, feta, chicken and sprinkle
walnuts, hemp hearts, pumpkin sides, dried berries to top of
salad. 
Enjoy!  Check out my version below!
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Ingredients Directions 

I personally believe the ONLY way you can eat kale is if it warm and has a
ton of yummy toppings! I will make this salad as a simple lunch or as a side

dish for dinner. It is also very versatile and can have so many different
variations. 
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Nutrition Corner

Craving Hunger 
Craving hunger can feel like "needing
something sweet" or " Soup sounds
good after a cold day!" or "I need to eat
something with a crunch!" This type of
hunger deserves NO judgment and is
human nature and should be felt with
no shame or judgement. 
 

The last two months I have been focusing on different types of binges, this month we will
be focusing on 5 different types of hunger (We will start with 3). Did you know there are 5

different types of hunger? When I go over these with my clients they are usually familiar
with a few. Why is it important to know the different types of hunger? It allows for you to

identify what is going on and helps you understand sometimes when we eat it is not
because we are listening to a hunger cue and that is okay! 

 
All information is for educational purposes, if you are struggling with an eating disorder

or disordered eating, please seek professional help. 

Physical  Hunger
This is you body physically signaling
you to eat through your stomach
growling, a headache, losing
concentration, thinking about food,
etc. Some may not have these
signals, if there has been inconsistent
nourishment, restriction or other
behaviors you may not have this.
However, it is possible to gain these
back with consistent and plenty
nourishment 

Mechanical Hunger 
You are not feeling a hunger signal, but
you haven't ate in ~5 hours. You know
your body needs some nourishment
and you choose to fuel yourself. This
can be difficult if we are not getting the
"signal" but sometimes if we are
working or feeling big emotions our
body won't signal us, so eating
mechanically is what we need to do.
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Tiktok

Socially Connected
EBN is on Instagram, TikTok, Facebook and Pinterest! So whatever social
media platform you enjoy, follow along! Here are a few highlights from this

past month:

Health can b
e

complicated

Pinterest 

Recipe above!

https://www.instagram.com/elizabeth.beil.nutrition.rd/
https://www.tiktok.com/@edrecovery_dietitian
https://www.instagram.com/elizabeth.beil.nutrition.rd/
https://www.instagram.com/elizabeth.beil.nutrition.rd/
https://www.tiktok.com/@edrecovery_dietitian
https://www.facebook.com/beilnutrition
https://www.pinterest.com/BeilNutrition/pins/


If you're interested in working together, you can also
schedule a FREE 15 minute call to chat more about what

you're looking for.

EBN Services
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EBN Services

Basics of Intuitive Eating
is here! Make sure to
download your FREE

resource today! 
And if you are looking for
new snack ideas or ways

to plan out your meals and
snack take a look at the

other free resources!

Nutrition can be a
complicated

relationship, EBN can
help you heal this

relationship.

FREE Nutrition Handouts 
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